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Meet The Team
We are a team of dedicated bowling professionals, ready to supply your bowling center with  
Service/Support and Genuine Parts & Supplies from all major manufacturers.

Tom and Judy Schemm
Retired President / Secretary

David Rue
Owner / Sales / Service Technician

Chris McDonald 
Owner / Service Technician

Mickey Schroeder
Head Service Technician

Nathan Bukoski
Owner / Office Manager

About Us

Jeff Seidl
Warehouse Manager

Schemm Bowling Inc. has been serving the bowling industry worldwide since 1977. SBI offers a 
staff with over 120 years of combined experience in the bowling industry.  

We can supply your bowling center with:
  
 Prompt, Professional Service
 Parts and Supplies
 Pinsetter Service
 Lane Machine Service
 Used Parts
 Capital Equipment
 New Lane Machines
 Rebuilt Lane Machines
 Used Equipment
 Rebuilding Services 
 Pins  

Our Mechanics offer On-Site training and can assist you with servicing your Pinsetter or Lane 
Machine. Our Mechanics are on call 24/7 to provide your bowling center with the service you 
deserve!



WHY BUY FROM
?

Large In Stock Inventory
Parts and supplies from all major manufacturers.  
95% of all orders ship complete.  BACK ORDER IS NOT IN OUR NAME!

Same Day Shipping
All orders received by 3:00pm central time will ship that same day.

Speak With An Individual
At SBI, during normal business hours, your call is answered by an individual 
and not a recorded message.

Trained Professional Personnel
When you call in an order to SBI, you can speak to one of our 4 full-time, 
knowledgeable mechanics with any questions concerning your
pinsetters, lane machines, or parts.

Convenient Year Round Hours
Monday - Friday 8:00am - 5:00pm central time  
Phone : 608-764-1464
Fax : 608-764-8688
24/7 Online Ordering : www.schemm.com

24/7 Tech Support
SBI tech support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  We specialize
in Brunswick pinsetters, as well as Kegel and Brunswick lane machines.
Phone : 608-764-1464

Supplier of All Major Manufacturers
Brunswick  -  Quality  -  Kegel  -  Kegel Pinsetter Parts  -  QubicaAMF
Zot  -  Bowl-Tronics  -  Dragon Ball Ramps  -  BSI  -  Neo-Tac 



Rebuilt
Assemblies

Rebuilt Electrical Box

Save Time and Money!

No need for you or your mechanic to rebuild assemblies within 
your center.  Save time and money by exchanging your  
assemblies with these ready to install components.  

Rebuilt A-2 electrical boxes are also available.   
Please call for details.

SBI can also rebuild your assemblies on a time and material basis using Genuine 
Brunswick Parts.

Have your own spare assemblies?

1-1
Assembly



Rake Crank Housing Assembly

4-1 Assembly

Gearbox Cover Assembly
1-1 Assembly

Deck Lift Crank Assembly
2-1 Assembly

Rebuilt Cushion Arm
SB-2528

Detector Assembly Moving Deck Cam Follower

Rebuilt Rake Latch Assembly
SB-252301

Rebuilt Pulley Arm Assembly
SB-300108 - “A” Machine 
SB-300108-A2 - “A2” Machine

Rebuilt Accelerator  
Control Box
SB-502333 - With Relays 
SB-502335 - With Board 
SB-502336 - Without Board

SB-1031



The SBI Rebuilt Advantage

SBI Rebuilt A2 Pinsetters are  
disassembled and every major  
sub-assembly is carefully inspected.
We thoroughly inspect and repair the 
main function areas of the A2 Pinsetter.

Technicians complete a thorough 
inspection and maintenance process.  
Each machine is re-assembled by SBI 
technicians and is thoroughly tested, 
calibrated, and certified before being 
shipped to you from our rebuilding 
center in Deerfield, WI, USA.

Rebuilt by SBI

Whether building a new center or 
modernizing an existing center, budget-
conscious proprietors often consider 
the purchase of a rebuilt Pinsetter. A 
favorite among mechanics, the  
legendary Brunswick A2 is by far the 
industry’s first choice in rebuilt 
Pinsetters - and the best A2 on the 
market is from SBI.

When you purchase the SBI Rebuilt 
A2 Pinsetter, you get much more than 
a well designed, time-tested piece of 
equipment.  You also receive :

The full backing of SBI’s after-sale 
support and service.

Access to 24-hour technical support  
through SBI’s emergency line.

The benefit of SBI’s experience with the
A2.  We have been working with the A2                                                                                                                                               
since 1977. No one knows the A2 like us.

    Limited one-year warranty.

SBI REBUILT A2 PINSETTERSSBI REBUILT A2 PINSETTERS

The SBI Rebuilt Pinsetters are installed in your bowling center 
by qualified technicians.  Our technicians install the rebuilt A2 
Pinsetters to perform to factory specifications.  We send an 
installation team that takes the time and care to ensure that the 
job is done right.

Our People Make The Difference



SBI Rebuilt
Lane Machines

Choose to purchase a SBI Lane 
Machine and you will enjoy all the 

benefits of a new machine without 
the new machine price.  Lane  

Machines are completely rebuilt 
from the ground up.

Rebuilding your current machine 
is a cost effective way to  

transform your current lane  
machine into new condition once 

again.  All lane machines are rebuilt 
from the ground up by our own lane 

machine technician.

Purchase a Rebuilt 
Machine or Rebuild 

Your Own

Looking for Lane Supplies?
Visit our website for a complete listing of catalogs from 
Brunswick & Kegel

New Machines Also Available



Schemm Bowling was founded as a Pinsetter Service Company in 
1977.  We have since added Lane Machine service, and still  
consider our SERVICE to be top priority.

Service First 
From The Beginning

Our service technicians have over 100 years of experience in the 
bowling equipment service industry.  This experience allows us to 
fix your problem efficiently and within your budget.  This saves you 
time and money!
Fix it the first time is our goal.  Whether it is emergency service, 
scheduled service, or preventative maintenance, our service  
technicians not only fix your problem, but they quickly check the 
machine over to make sure everything is in working order.
We know you have a lot to worry about in your business.  Let us give 
you peace of mind knowing that we will take care of your pinsetters.

Pinsetter Service

We Service Brunswick Model A, A2’s, and GS

The #1 name in bowling equipment service



Schemm Bowling was founded as a Pinsetter Service Company in 
1977.  We have since added Lane Machine service, and still  
consider our SERVICE to be top priority.

Service First 
From The Beginning

One of the most vital pieces of equipment in your bowling center is your 
lane machine.  Don’t risk having it serviced by a salesman or unqualified 
personnel.  Let our SBI lane machine technicians service your Kegel or 
Brunswick lane machine.  Have faith in knowing that we will have the 
expertise and parts on hand needed to solve any issue you might be  
having.
 
Save money...  Let us tune up or rebuild your current lane machine.  We 
will make your old machine run like new again.
 
Our technicians offer worldwide 24/7 tech support.

Certified Technicians

Lane Machine Service



Looking for 
Genuine
Replacement
Parts?
We stock products from all major  
manufacturers.  To find out more visit our 
website....   www.schemm.com

Scan the above qr code with your phone 
to be directed to our online document 

library.  

Wait... where are 
all of the product 

catalogs?



Looking for 
something 

special?

The following items are SBI  
Exclusive parts & supplies.  These are 

the items that our service  
technicians use in the field every  

day.  If you would like 
more information on how a  

product works or a true  
recommendation, please call a  

technician today.

Looking for something special? 
Give us a call and we will see if we 

can find or make what you are  
looking for.  We are mechanics and 

want to make your job easier.

You have come to 
the right place.

Our website has more information about each item.



OEM Quality    Budget Price
SBI Belts



From booster drive  
belts to special  

accelerator drive belts, 
we can help  find what 

you are looking for.

Need to find 
a specific 
belt?

SB-4L330 Booster Drive (A31)  $  9.05

SB-4L350 Booster Drive (A33)  $  7.57

SB-4L790 Motor to Gearbox (A77)  $14.95

SB-5L330 B30 Belt    $10.08

SB-5L340 B31 Belt    $10.20

SB-5L350 B32 Belt    $10.25

SB-5L360 B33 Belt    $10.41

SB-A33  A33 Belt    $  7.57

SB-A60  Belt    $11.00

SB-A61  Belt    $11.50

SB-A62  Motor to Gearbox  $11.24

SB-A63  Motor to Gearbox  $11.49

SB-A64  Motor to Gearbox  $11.78

SB-A65  Motor to Gearbox  $11.76

SB-A66  Motor to Gearbox  $11.76

SB-A75  Motor to Gearbox  $13.07

SB-A80  Cross Conveyor Drive  $14.12

SB-A89  Belt    $15.85

SB-A90  Motor to Elevator  $16.78

SB-A91  Motor to Elevator  $17.64

SB-A92  Motor to Elevator  $16.59

SB-A93  Motor to Elevator  $16.73

SB-A94  Motor to Elevator  $16.95

SB-A95  Motor to Elevator  $17.11

SB-A96  Belt    $17.27

SB-A105  A/JB Motor To Elevator  $18.85

SB-A114  Long Turret Drive   $21.35

SB-A120  Cross Drive V-Belt  $22.50

SB-AX30  Special Accelerator Drive  $10.58

SB-AX33  Belt    $11.06

SB-AX112 Notched Belt   $30.52

SB-AX136 Long Turret Drive Notched $37.38

SB-B205  Notched Ball Wheel  $56.95

Online Catalogs
Pricing Subject To Change



Standard Pit Rug

Hale Master 
Pit Carpet Substitute

This excellent value pit rug is suitable for 
wood or fiberglass pit boards.  All velcro style 
carpet covers will work with this product.  

This does everything a pit carpet does except 
wear out!  The HALE MASTER consists of a  
solid sheet of PVC material which has  
aggressive velcro on the underside.  It simply 
clings to your old pit rug (no contact cement 
needed).  The top side of the HALE MASTER 
has 4” wide velcro along the edges to hold 
carpet covers. 

SB-SPR

SB-8268-HM

SBI Pit Carpets &
Covers



SB-8268-H

Slippery Carpet Cover

Hale Master 
Carpet Cover

Zip Carpet Cover

If other carpet covers get sticky pins, try the 
slippery carpet cover.  Super-Slick flat woven 
polyester makes the pins and balls slip and 
slide quickly off the shaker board, as they get 
cleaned by the oil absorbing surface.

This does everything a pit carpet does except 
wear out!  The HALE MASTER carpet cover 
consists of a solid sheet of PVC material 
which has aggressive velcro on the  
underside.  It simply clings to your old pit rug 
(no contact cement needed).  

This combination pit carpet/carpet cover is a 
tough pit carpet with velcro on the edges and 
adheres instantly to your existing pit carpet.  
Easy to remove for cleaning.

SB-8268-S

SB-8268-Z
Online Catalogs



SB-158035-NGG

Dragon Bowling Ball 
Ramp - Red

Dragon Bowling Ball 
Ramp - Green

Dragon Ball Ramps are great for Kids ages 2 
thru 5, special needs children and  
bowling centers without bumpers.  They help 
to create a positive first experience for young 
kids and are a fantastic complement to kids 
birthday parties. They are light enough to 
carry, incredibly durable, and can be stored 
anywhere. 

Dragon Ball Ramps are great for Kids ages 2 
thru 5, special needs children and  
bowling centers without bumpers.  They help 
to create a positive first experience for young 
kids and are a fantastic complement to kids 
birthday parties. They are light enough to 
carry, incredibly durable, and can be stored 
anywhere. 

SB-158035-NRG

SBI Bowling Ball
Ramps



SB-158035-NBG

Dragon Bowling Ball 
Ramp - Purple

Dragon Bowling Ball 
Ramp - Blue

SBI Bowling Ball  
Ramp

Dragon Ball Ramps are great for Kids ages 2 
thru 5, special needs children and  
bowling centers without bumpers.  They help 
to create a positive first experience for young 
kids and are a fantastic complement to kids 
birthday parties. They are light enough to 
carry, incredibly durable, and can be stored 
anywhere. 

Dragon Ball Ramps are great for Kids ages 2 
thru 5, special needs children and  
bowling centers without bumpers.  They help 
to create a positive first experience for young 
kids and are a fantastic complement to kids 
birthday parties. They are light enough to 
carry, incredibly durable, and can be stored 
anywhere. 

The ball ramp enhances the bowling  
experience for younger bowlers, or those with 
special needs, making bowling more fun and 
bringing them back again and again. 

SB-158035-NPG

SB-9972
Online Catalogs



SB-100-SS

• Compressibility- Cork with its special additives can be  
subjected to over 14,000 pounds of pressure per cubic inch 
and will snap back to its original shape.

• Frictional Qualities - Exposed cork cell form tiny suction cups 
resulting in high coefficient of friction.  This surpasses both 
rubber and urethane.

• Stability - Tough and durable, cork retains all its properties 
almost indefinitely.

• Manufactured in the USA with a PSA backing so it can be  
installed in seconds!  Sold in 25’ rolls and is the most  
economical and durable traction material in our industry.

High Grip Ball 
Wheel Strips



SB-4135

High Performance 
Ball Wheel Strips

Ball Wheel Carpet 
Strips

Rough Top 
Ball Wheel Liner

Help eliminate ball return issues with our 
new high performance ball wheel strips.  This 
durable high-tech foam material outlasts any 
other competing product on the market.  We 
recommend 3-5 strips per ball wheel, applied 
with contact cement.

Package of 12     12” x 1.5” x 3/16”

No more “yo-yoing” of balls on the lift rods 
when you use these ball wheel strips.  These 
carpet strips will not scratch the balls after 
it wears out.  Hard rubber backing for better 
cement contact and ease of installation.

Approximately 1 3/4” x 19 3/4”

The rough top ball wheel liner features a  
non-marking oil resistant neoprene surface.  
It comes in a 50’ roll and is 1/4” thick.  The 
ball wheel liner is applied to the ball wheel 
with contact cement.

SB-100-PR

LG-BALLKICK
Online Catalogs



Scan the above qr code with 
your phone to be directed to 
our online document library.  

Wait... looking for 
genuine replacement 

parts?

Ball Wheel Speed 
Reduction Kit

Neoprene Pit Mounts

Virtually eliminate ball return issues due to yo-yoing 
and pins on the track.  This kit will reduce the speed 
of your ball wheel.  No drilling or welding required.  
Installs in minutes.

SBI Neoprene Pit Mounts are more resistant to oil 
and flex cracking than traditional rubber pit mounts.  
This gives you longer time between replacements 
and less headaches.

SBI Exclusive 
Pinsetter Parts

SB-400 SB-6750



Male Twist Lock Connectors

Accelerator Ball Wipe Only 36”

GS Overflow Sock

Convert your accelerator or booster 
motors to a quick connect plug.

Keep bowling balls clean while keeping 
your subways and power lifts cleaner.

These socks are long lasting and come 
at a great price.

Cushion Bolt

Female Twist Lock Connector

Accelerator Ball Wipe Pad 23”

Use a lockwasher and nylock locknut 
with this longer cushion bolt. Pack of 10

Convert your accelerator or booster 
motors to a quick connect plug.

Keep bowling balls clean while keeping 
your subways and power lifts cleaner.

Clutch Yoke Repair Clip

Accelerator Ball Wipe Only 23”

Accelerator Ball Wipe Pad 36”

Economical repair for worn clutch 
yokes.  Use the drill template and tap 
clip into place.

Keep bowling balls clean while keeping 
your subways and power lifts cleaner.

Keep bowling balls clean while keeping 
your subways and power lifts cleaner.

SB-009001 SB-289SB-290

SB-290

SB-289

SB-6792

SB-6793 SB-8609A SB-8609-36A

SB-8609B SB-8609-36B SB-SC-022530000



Scan the above qr code with 
your phone to be directed to 
our online document library

Wait... looking for 
genuine replacement 

parts?

SBI Urethane

Bushing

SBI Pit 
Curtain

Urethane is not affected by oils and cleaners, that 
is why this URETHANE BUSHING will not swell up 
like the OEM Rubber Bushings.  Use these urethane 
bushings in Rake Shocks, Pit Shocks, and Pit  
Cushion Linkage Arms.

This is the best valued Pit Curtain for a Brunswick  
A/A2/Jetback pinsetter.  This high quality, heavy duty 
curtain is non reflective so it will not interfere with 
scoring cameras or scanners.  It is non-marking and 
riveted for long life.  Made from high impact rubber 
that will not tear or crack.

SBI Exclusive 
Pinsetter Parts

SB-250189 SB-2584



Rubber Slide

Significantly reduces friction when 
installing lift rod cover.

NEW

SB-RSSB-303SB-860865

Ball Accelerator Motor

Electrical Box Cover Only

This cost effective alternative will save 
you money over the OEM accelerator 
motor.

Is your electrical box cover missing?  
Avoid fines and ensure employee safety 
with this cover.

Nylon Cushion Link

GE A2 Circuit Breaker

Electrical Channel Only

Machined from high strength nylon, 
this link will not wear out the 12-252350 
bushing.

Replace  your old circuit breaker.

Don’t jeopardize employee safety with 
bent, twisted and broken channels.  
Easy access to wires, cables, and plugs.

Snubber Bolts

Electrical Box Only

Quick Wedge Screw Starter

Loose and broken bolts are the #1 
cause for snubber failures.  These grade 
8 bolts will not break.  Pack of 10

Need to replace old bent and broken 
electrical boxes?  This replacement box 
is for you.

Never lose another screw again!  Put 
the screw on the end and slide the shaft 
down.

NEW

SB-750746 SB-750819 SB-750861

SB-2569 SB-0020 SB-7040



Scan the above qr code with 
your phone to be directed to 
our online document library.  

Wait... looking for 
OEM lane supplies?

SBI MOAC Lane Cleaner

Proven Cleaner      Economically Priced
Designed to clean even the toughest lane conditioners.  Formulated to be fast acting for today’s 
newer lane machines.  Simply the most effective lane cleaner available today.

Water Based Cleaner

2-2.5 Gallon Jugs per case

SBI Exclusive 
Lane Supplies

SB-1305



Swivel Seat Spring

Birthday Pin - No Clown

Don’t replace the entire Frameworx 
swivel, when you are able to replace 
just the spring.

Help your bowlers celebrate their  
birthdays with this special occasion pin.

Ball Lift Access Door Cup

Uni-Flex Deck Coat

Use this device to easily gain access to 
the ball lift.

A durable water-based deck coat.  Dries 
quickly and comes in a convienient 1/2 
gal container.

Stik It! Pin Deck Treatment

Birthday Pin

Hand Dryer Replacement Wheel

Prevent pins from sliding with this pin 
deck treatment.  Helps eliminates off-
spot pins and out-of-ranges.  (4 quarts 
per case)

Help your bowlers celebrate their  
birthdays with this special occasion pin.

Use this replacement wheel to repair 
your SBI Hand Dryer.

SB-860153 SB-B0005 SB-B0005-NC

SB-3400 SB-STICKIT SB-400437



Scan the above qr code with your 
phone to be directed to our online 

document library.  

Need OEM Replacement 
Parts and Supplies?

Rough Top Distributor Belt

SBI Green Carpet Belt

This belt never leaves marks on pins and 
has more wear surface than other rough 
top belts.  Make 4 belts with this 40 ft roll 
and included connectors.

The best carpet choice for all AMF pin  
setting machines.  Reduce light ball calls 
and easily clean up oil with this long  
lasting belt.

This cushion facing features a row of 6 
holes along the top of the cushion.  The 
ball impact area is free of rivet heads, so 
there are less rivets to change.

This curtain is flexible enough to keep pins 
down, yet durable enough to not rip or 
tear.  No other curtain can compete at this 
price.

Cushion Facing (6-Hole)

SBI Pin Curtain
SB-090006124-G SB-000026445

LG-DIST70 SB-070006761-6



An advanced house ball and multi purpose 
cleaner for bowling centers.  

MicroStriker
156-8861

Starter Pack

Originally meant as an approach cleaner, 
this isopropyl alcohol will help sanitize 
surfaces.  
(12 x 1 quart bottles) 61860254000

Isopropyl Alcohol
61860255000

(4 x 1 gallon)

With the growing concern over sanitation due to COVID-19, we  
suggest these cleaning products to help your bowlers feel safe when 
returning to your Bowling Center.

Keep your bowlers safe!



Streamline your business with our new online ordering system. 
The ability to streamline your part ordering allows you to spend less time on the phone and more time 
on your business.  Visit our parts department 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  Our online parts store is 
designed to provide you with quick access to the parts you need to keep your bowling equipment 
operating at its best. 

Online Ordering

Recent Transactions

Schemm Bowling Inc.
500 Interpane Lane
Deerfield, WI 53531
Phone: 608-764-1464
Email: info@schemm.com
Website: www.schemm.com


